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4.4 Healing Pathway Protocol 
 

Test for clear Indicator Muscle 
 

With Primary Direction Mode test for the primary Dysfunction/Issue 
 
OPEN ACTION DESCRIPTION 
Crown Open Healing Pathway  

      

 

 

 

 

 

 

Set-up 

      

     

 

Open Healing Pathway Circuit with Open Mode.  

If it does not open Test & Correct individually: 

      

☯ Hydration 

☯ Switching 

☯ Permission to facilitate healing  

☯ Clear and open channel for Healing 

 

Holographic Set-up: 

 
☯ Practitioner challenges: 

“Divine Protection” 

☯ Holographic Mode 

☯ Tap Pineal Gland with Holographic Mode 

☯ Tap Pituitary Gland with Holographic Mode 

☯ Primary Direction Mode 

☯ Hidden Mode  

 

  

 Now start balance working 

from Root Chakra upwards 

 

Root Dysfunction/Issue  

(HR) 

     
  

Activate physical Dysfunction 

     While doing Holographic Recording.  

                               or 

Client thinks and/or talks about emotional Issue 

     While doing Holographic Recording.  

 

Sacral Goal in the Positive  

Verbal 

(HR) 

 

 

Imagine + Sensory Input 

(HR…… IMC) 

Client verbalises Goal after healing. 

Client says: “My Goal for this balance is ……  

(Goal in the positive).” 

     While doing Holographic Recording. 

 

Client imagines Goal after healing. 

Practitioner adds Client’s “story” in client’s words. 

(As discussed in Root, but now in positive language.) 

     While doing Holographic Recording.  

 

Solar 

Plexus 

Stress Loading  

(HR)  

 

 

 

(HD) 

 

Hold Holographic Recording Mode with your testing 

hand. Client visually tracks your fingers (holding 

Holographic Mode) as you run circles +/- 30cm above 

their face. After each circle ATC. 

 

Need 100% Holographic Display. 

If not, repeat Stress Loading.  

 

Heart Correction Primary Direction Mode will guide you to the most 

effective Correction on your Healing Menu  
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Throat Sensory Input for 

Desired Outcome 

(HR…… IMC) 

 

 

 

 

Choose…  

(HR)  

(HD) 

Whilst doing Holographic Recording, 

Practitioner says: “Now that you have …… (Goal in 

the positive) …… go inside and imagine what your 

life is now going to be like..... (Client’s “story” in 

their words).” (As discussed in Root, but now in 

positive language.) 

 

Client says “I …… now Choose to …… (Goal in positive 

in present).” 

Need 100% Holographic Display. 

If not, Fast Fix whilst discussing the above sentence. 

Challenge again and re-test for 100% HD. 

  

Brow Support  Test if client needs Support.  

If IMC offer everything you have as support 

(essences, integration, grounding, affirmations, etc.) 

and give/do what is needed. 

 

Crown Accept and Retain 

(HR)  

(HD) 

 

 

 

Integrate Healing 

(HR…… IMC) 

 

 

 

 

Know and Believe…  

(HR)  

 

(HD) 

 

 

 

Close Circuit 

Client Affirms: “I …… gratefully Accept and Retain 

the benefits of this Balance.” 

Need 100% Holographic Display. 

If not, Fast Fix whilst discussing the above sentence. 

Challenge again and re-test for 100% HD. 

 

Practitioner challenges: 

“Integrate healing into Soul Star Chakra.” 

With Holographic Mode and hand turned away from 

client’s Crown Chakra, practitioner energises client’s 

Soul Star Chakra. Wait for IMC. 

 

Client affirms: “I …… now Know and Believe that 

once this balance is fully integrated, …… (Goal in 

positive).” 

Need 100% Holographic Display. 

If not, Fast Fix whilst discussing the above sentence. 

Challenge again and re-test for 100% HD. 

 

Close Circuit with Close Pathway Mode. 

 

Need an IMC. 

 

Clear Circuit Lock. 

 

 
Safety Factor  

 

You will be unable to move onto the next step along the Healing Pathway (next 
Chakra) until the client’s Being gives you permission to proceed. 

 
Whenever you challenge any Chakra with Open Mode (to move onto the next step of 
the Healing Pathway Protocol) and you don’t get an IMC, it means that there is more 

information needed before you can proceed. Scan for more information from your 
Scan List, books, cards, Body Atlas etc. Add the relevant information to circuit and 

challenge the next Chakra again with Open Mode. Once you have done everything 
required in the current Chakra you will get an IMC and will be able to move onto the 

next step of the protocol. If you don’t get an IMC, you need further information.
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Protocol for Balancing the 5 Components of Universal Energy 
 

Test for clear Indicator Muscle 

 
With Primary Direction Mode test for the primary Dysfunction/Issue 

 

 ACTION DESCRIPTION 
Crown Open Healing Pathway  

      

 

 

 

 

 

 

Set-up 

      

     

 

Open Healing Pathway Circuit with Open Mode.  

If it does not open Test & Correct individually: 

      

☯ Hydration 

☯ Switching 

☯ Permission to facilitate healing  

☯ Clear and open channel for Healing 

 

Holographic Set-up: 
 
☯ Practitioner challenges: 

“Divine Protection” 

☯ Holographic Mode 

☯ Tap Pineal Gland with Holographic Mode 

☯ Tap Pituitary Gland with Holographic Mode 

☯ Primary Direction Mode 

☯ Hidden Mode  

 

Root Dysfunction/Issue  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

(HD) 

Practitioner challenges:  

“Synchronicity of ……’s (name) Universal Energy 

System.” 

 

Scan from list below and ATC EVERY IMC: 

 

☯ Electricity 

☯ Heat 

☯ Light  

☯ Magnetism  

☯ Sound 

 

Holographic Display of Synchronicity of Universal 

Energy System. (Not looking for 100%) 

 

Sacral Goal in the Positive  

Verbal 

(HR) 

 

 

Imagine + Sensory Input 

(HR…… IMC) 

Client verbalises Goal after healing. 

Client Says: “My Goal for this balance is to have my 

Universal Energy System synchronised so that I 

can have balanced and abundant energy.” 

 

Client imagines Goal after healing. 

Practitioner adds Client’s “story” in client’s words. 

(As discussed in Root, but now in positive language.) 

     While doing Holographic Recording. 
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Solar 

Plexus 

Stress Loading  

(HR)  

 

 

 

(HD) 

 

Hold Holographic Recording Mode with your testing 

hand. Client visually tracks your fingers (holding 

Holographic Mode) as you run circles +/- 30cm above 

their face. After each circle ATC. 

 

Need 100% Holographic Display. 

If not, repeat Stress Loading.  

 

Heart Correction Correct from your Healing Menu. 

 

Throat Sensory Input for 

Desired Outcome 

(HR…… IMC) 

 

 

 

 

Choose…  

(HR)  

 

(HD) 

Whilst doing Holographic Recording, 

Practitioner says: “Now that you have all components 

of your Universal Energy System synchronised go 

inside and imagine what your life is now going to be 

like..... (Client’s “story” in their words).” 

(As discussed in Root, but now in positive language.) 

 

Client says “I …… now Choose to have my Universal 

Energy System synchronised so that I can have 

balanced and abundant energy.” 

Need 100% Holographic Display. 

If not, Fast Fix whilst discussing the above sentence. 

Challenge again and re-test for 100% HD. 

  

Brow Support  Test if client needs Support.  

If IMC offer everything you have as support 

(essences, integration, grounding, affirmations, etc.) 

and give/do what is needed. 

 

Crown Accept and Retain  

(HR)  

(HD) 

 

 

 

Integrate Healing 

(HR…… IMC) 

 

 

 

 

Know and Believe…  

(HR)  

 

 

(HD) 

 

 

 

Close Circuit 

Client Affirms: “I …… gratefully Accept and Retain 

the benefits of this Balance.” 

Need 100% Holographic Display. 

If not, Fast Fix whilst discussing the above sentence. 

Challenge again and re-test for 100% HD. 

 

Practitioner challenges: 

“Integrate healing into Soul Star Chakra.” 

With Holographic Mode and hand turned away from 

client’s Crown Chakra, practitioner energises client’s 

Soul Star Chakra. Wait for IMC. 

 

Client affirms: “I …… now Know and Believe that 

once this balance is fully integrated, my Universal 

Energy System will be synchronised and I will 

have balanced and abundant energy.” 

Need 100% Holographic Display. 

If not, Fast Fix whilst discussing the above sentence. 

Challenge again and re-test for 100% HD. 

 

Close Circuit with Close Pathway Mode. 

 

Need an IMC. 

 

Clear Circuit Lock. 
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8.9 Protocol for balancing Synchronicity of the Body’s Energy Systems 
 
This protocol balances the energetic interplay between the body’s main energy 

systems:  Aura, Chakras, Dantians, Extra Vessels, Primary Meridians and Taiji Pole.  
 

Test for clear Indicator Muscle 
 

With Primary Direction Mode test for the primary Dysfunction/Issue 

 

 ACTION DESCRIPTION 
Crown Open Healing Pathway  

      

 

 

 

 

 

 

Set-up 

      

     

 

Open Healing Pathway Circuit with Open Mode.  

If it does not open Test & Correct individually: 

      

☯ Hydration 

☯ Switching 

☯ Permission to facilitate healing  

☯ Clear and open channel for Healing 

 

Holographic Set-up: 
 
☯ Practitioner challenges: 

“Divine Protection” 

☯ Holographic Mode 

☯ Tap Pineal Gland with Holographic Mode 

☯ Tap Pituitary Gland with Holographic Mode 

☯ Primary Direction Mode 

☯ Hidden Mode  

  

Root Dysfunction/Issue 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

(HD) 
  

Practitioner challenges:  

“Synchronicity of ……’s (name) Body’s Energy 

Systems.” 

 

Scan from list below and ATC EVERY IMC: 

 

☯ Aura  

☯ Chakras 

☯ Dantians 

☯ Extraordinary Vessels 

☯ Primary Meridians 

☯ Taiji Pole 

 

Holographic Display of Synchronicity of Body’s Energy 

Systems. (Not looking for 100%) 

 

Sacral Goal in the Positive  

Verbal 

(HR) 

 

Imagine + Sensory Input 

(HR…… IMC) 

Client says: “My Goal for this balance is to have my 

Body’s Energy Systems fully Synchronised, so 

that I can have balanced and abundant energy.”  

 

Client imagines Goal after healing. 

Practitioner adds Client’s “story” in client’s words. 

(As discussed in Root, but now in positive language.) 

     While doing Holographic Recording. 

 

 

Proceed with the Healing Pathway Protocol 
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9.3 Protocol for Hologram Object and Reference(s) Correction  
 
In this correction, any part of the body may be the Object and any part(s) the 

Reference(s). There can only be one object but there may be more than one 
reference.  

 
Test for clear Indicator Muscle 
 

With Primary Direction Mode test for the primary Dysfunction/Issue 
 

 

 ACTION DESCRIPTION 
Crown Open Healing Pathway  

      

 

 

 

 

 

 

Set-up 

      

     

 

Open Healing Pathway Circuit with Open Mode.  

If it does not open Test & Correct individually: 

      

☯ Hydration 

☯ Switching 

☯ Permission to facilitate healing  

☯ Clear and open channel for Healing 

 

Holographic Set-up: 
 
☯ Practitioner challenges: 

“Divine Protection” 

☯ Holographic Mode 

☯ Tap Pineal Gland with Holographic Mode 

☯ Tap Pituitary Gland with Holographic Mode 

☯ Primary Direction Mode 

☯ Hidden Mode  

  

Root Dysfunction/Issue 

 

     
  

Identify Dysfunction/Issue 

☯ Practitioner challenges: 

“Hologram Correction” 

☯ Identify Object 
(Scan on Body Map laminate for first IMC.) * 

☯ Identify Reference  
(Scan on Body Map laminate for first IMC.) * 

 

Sacral Goal in the Positive  

Verbal 

(HR) 

 

 

Imagine + Sensory Input 

(HR…… IMC) 

Client verbalises Goal after healing. 

Client Says: “My Goal for this balance is to have a 

fully integrated Hologram in relation to……(D/I 

worded in the positive/neutral).” 

 

Client imagines Goal after healing. 

Practitioner adds Client’s “story” in client’s words. 

(As discussed in Root, but now in positive.) 

While doing Holographic Recording. 

 

Solar 

Plexus 

Stress Loading  

(HR)  

 

 

 

(HD) 

 

Hold Holographic Recording Mode with your testing 

hand. Client visually tracks your fingers (holding 

Holographic Mode) as you run circles +/- 30cm above 

their face. After each circle ATC. 

 

Need 100% Holographic Display. 

If not, repeat Stress Loading.  
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Heart Correction Correct from your Healing Menu. 

 

Throat Sensory Input for 

Desired Outcome 

(HR…… IMC) 

 

 

 

 

Choose…  

(HR)  

 

(HD) 

Whilst doing Holographic Recording, 

Practitioner says: “Now that you have a fully 

integrated Hologram in relation to… (D/I), go inside 

and imagine what your life is now going to be 

like...... (Client’s “story” in their words).” 

(As discussed in Root, but now in positive.) 

 

Client says “I …… now Choose to have a fully 

integrated Hologram in relation to… (D/I worded in 

the positive/neutral).” 

Need 100% Holographic Display. 

If not, Fast Fix whilst discussing the above sentence. 

Challenge again and re-test for 100% HD. 

  

Brow Support  Test if client needs Support.  

If IMC offer everything you have as support 

(essences, integration, grounding, affirmations, etc.) 

and give/do what is needed. 

 

Crown Accept and Retain  

(HR)  

(HD) 

 

 

 

Integrate Healing 

(HR…… IMC) 

 

 

 

 

Know and Believe…  

(HR)  

 

 

(HD) 

 

 

 

Close Circuit 

Client Affirms: “I …… gratefully Accept and Retain 

the benefits of this Balance.” 

Need 100% Holographic Display. 

If not, Fast Fix whilst discussing the above sentence. 

Challenge again and re-test for 100% HD. 

 

Practitioner challenges: 

“Integrate healing into Soul Star Chakra.” 

With Holographic Mode and hand turned away from 

client’s Crown Chakra, practitioner energises client’s 

Soul Star Chakra. Wait for IMC. 

 

Client affirms: “I …… now Know and Believe that 

once this balance is fully integrated, I will have a fully 

integrated Hologram in relation to… (D/I worded in 

the positive/neutral).” 

Need 100% Holographic Display. 

If not, Fast Fix whilst discussing the above sentence. 

Challenge again and re-test for 100% HD. 

 

Close Circuit with Close Pathway Mode. 

 

Need an IMC. 

 

Clear Circuit Lock. 
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Amygdala – Protocol for Clearing the Impact of Amygdala Memories 
 
 

OPEN ACTION DESCRIPTION 
 

This is a Looped Protocol (Blue Column) therefore the normal Crown actions  

(Open Healing Pathway and Holographic Set-up) have already been done. 

 

Root Dysfunction/Issue  

 

 

 

 

(HR…… IMC) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(HR…… IMC) 

 

  

TEST:  Amygdala Mode on Left and Right (Page 77). 

 

Practitioner challenges: “Confirm access to Amygdala 

memory banks.” 

 

Practitioner challenges: “Search Amygdala memory 

banks and related Soul Star Chakra imprints to find 

and record all negative memories related to …… 

(Dysfunction/Issue)”  

HR whilst waiting for IMC, giving body time to search 

for and collect information. 

 

Practitioner challenges: “Search Amygdala memory 

banks and related Celestial Star Chakra imprints to 

find and record all negative memories related to …… 

(Dysfunction/Issue)”  

HR whilst waiting for IMC, giving body time to search 

for and collect information. 

 

Sacral Goal in the Positive  

Verbal 

(HR) 

 

 

(HR) 

 

 

(HD) 

 

 

 

Imagine + Sensory Input 

(HR…… IMC) 

Client verbalises Goal after healing. 

Client says: “My Goal for this balance is to release 

and remove all the negative impact of memories in 

my Amygdala preventing me from …… (Goal).”   

 

Client says: “I …… (name) now willingly release all of 

the negative impact of memories from my Amygdala 

preventing me from …… (Goal)” 

Need 100% Holographic Display. 

If not, Fast Fix whilst discussing the above sentence. 

Challenge again and re-test for 100% HD. 

 

Client imagines Goal after healing. 

Practitioner adds Client’s “story” in client’s words. 

(As discussed in Root, but now in positive language.) 

 

Solar 

Plexus 

Stress Loading 

(HR) (HD) 

 

Holographic Stress Loading. 

Heart Correction Correct from your Healing Menu (not blue column). 
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Throat Sensory Input for 

Desired Outcomes  

(This goal + original goal) 

(HR…… IMC) 

 

 

 

 

Choose…  

(This goal + original goal) 

(HR)  

(HD) 

 

Practitioner challenges: “Now that you have cleared 

the negative impact of Amygdala memories, and only 

store positive learnings and run positive programs in 

your Amygdala related to …… (Goal), go inside and 

imagine what your life is now going to be like......” 

(Client’s “story” in their words as discussed in 

Root, but now in positive language.) 

 

Client says: “I …… (name) now Choose to store only 

positive learnings and run positive programs in my 

Amygdala related to …… (Goal)” 

Need 100% Holographic Display. 

If not, Fast Fix whilst discussing the above sentence. 

Challenge again and re-test for 100% HD. 

 

Brow Support  Test if client needs Support. 

If IMC do/give what is needed. 

 

Crown Accept and Retain  

(HR)  

(HD) 

 

 

 

Integrate Healing 

(HR…… IMC) 

 

 

 

 

Know and Believe… 

(This goal + original goal) 

(HR)  

 

(HD) 

 

 

 

Close Circuit 

Client Affirms: “I …… (name) gratefully Accept and 

Retain the benefits of this Balance.” 

Need 100% Holographic Display. 

If not, Fast Fix whilst discussing the above sentence. 

Challenge again and re-test for 100% HD. 

 

Practitioner challenges: 

“Integrate healing into Soul Star Chakra.” 

With Holographic Mode and hand turned away from 

client’s Crown Chakra, practitioner energises client’s 

Soul Star Chakra. Wait for IMC. 

 

Client affirms: “I …… (name) now Know and Believe 

that once this balance is fully integrated, I will only 

store positive learnings and run positive programs in 

my Amygdala related to …… (Goal).” 

Need 100% Holographic Display. 

If not, Fast Fix whilst discussing the above sentence. 

Challenge again and re-test for 100% HD. 

 

Close Circuit with Close Pathway Mode. 

Need an IMC. 

 

Clear Circuit Lock. 
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Assemblage Point – Protocol 

 
 

OPEN ACTION DESCRIPTION 
          

This is a Looped Protocol (Blue Column) therefore the normal Crown actions  

(Open Healing Pathway and Holographic Set-up) have already been done. 

 

Root Dysfunction/Issue  

 

     
  

Practitioner challenges: “Assemblage Point Location.” 

Scan on/just above the body to establish the current 

location of the client’s Assemblage Point. 

 

Practitioner challenges: “Assemblage Point Angle.” 

Test through 360 degrees until you establish the 

current angle of the client’s Assemblage Point.  

  

Sacral Goal in the Positive  

 

 

 

 

Verbal 

(HR) 

 

 

 

Imagine + Sensory Input 

(HR…… IMC) 

Practitioner challenges: “Confirm Assemblage Point  

Optimum Location.” 
Scan on/just above the body to establish the ideal 

location of the client’s Assemblage Point. 

 

Client verbalises Goal after healing. 

Client says: “My Goal for this balance is for my 

Assemblage Point to be at its optimum location and 

angle.” 

 

Client imagines Goal after healing. 

Practitioner adds Client’s “story” in client’s words. 

(As discussed in Root, but now in positive language.) 

 

Solar 

Plexus 

Stress Loading 

(HR) (HD) 

 

Holographic Stress Loading. 

Heart Correction 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

HD 

Place Crystal on Current Location of AP. 

 

Correct angle by slowly bringing it up to its Set-Point 

angle using IM to determine pace of movement. 

 

Slowly move the crystal to the midline, using IM to 

determine pace of movement. 

 

Slowly move the crystal up or down as appropriate, 

until you reach the Optimum Location, using IM to 

determine pace of movement. 

 

Practitioner challenges: “Confirm Assemblage Point  

Integrity.”  

Need 100% HD. If not, AP may be fractured into two 

or more pieces. If so, repeat procedure. 
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Throat Sensory Input for 

Desired Outcomes  

(This goal + original goal) 

(HR…… IMC) 

 

 

Choose…  

(This goal + original goal) 

(HR)  

(HD) 

 

Practitioner challenges: “Now that your Assemblage 

Point is at its optimum location and angle, go inside 

and imagine what your life is now going to be 

like......” (Client’s “story” in their words as 

discussed in Root, but now in positive language.) 

 

Client says: “I …… (name) now Choose for my 

Assemblage Point to be at its optimum location and 

angle.” 

Need 100% HD. If not, Fast Fix & discuss. Re-test. 

 

Brow Support  Test if client needs Support. 

If IMC do/give what is needed. 

 

Crown Accept and Retain  

(HR)  

(HD) 

 

Integrate Healing 

(HR…… IMC) 

 

 

 

 

Know and Believe… 

(This goal + original goal) 

(HR)  

 

(HD) 

 

Close Circuit 

Client Affirms: “I …… (name) gratefully Accept and 

Retain the benefits of this Balance.” 

Need 100% HD. If not, Fast Fix & discuss. Re-test. 

 

Practitioner challenges: 

“Integrate healing into Soul Star Chakra.” 

With Holographic Mode and hand turned away from 

client’s Crown Chakra, practitioner energises client’s 

Soul Star Chakra. Wait for IMC. 

 

Client affirms: “I …… (name) now Know and Believe 

that once this balance is fully integrated, my 

Assemblage Point will be at its optimum location and 

angle.” 

Need 100% HD. If not, Fast Fix & discuss. Re-test. 

 

Close Circuit with Close Pathway Mode. 

Need an IMC. 

 

Clear Circuit Lock. 

 

 

 
 

 

Assemblage Point as a Correction within the Healing Pathway Protocol 
 

If you are in the Heart Chakra and  “Assemblage Point” comes up under 
CORRECTIONS/Energetic Procedures  on your Healing Menu, only do the 

following, and do it all in the Heart Chakra: 
 

☯ Find current location. 

☯ Find optimum location. 
☯ Correct. Use crystal to slowly draw point to midline and then to optimum 

location. Use IMC to determine pace of movement. 
☯ Holographic Display of Integrity of Assemblage Point. 
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Blueprint - Protocol for Restoring Body to Blueprint State 
 
 

OPEN ACTION DESCRIPTION 
 

This is a Looped Protocol (Blue Column) therefore the normal Crown actions 

(Open Healing Pathway and Holographic Set-up) have already been done. 

 

Root Dysfunction/Issue  

(HR) 

Practitioner challenges:  

“Access Blueprint relating to …… (Dysfunction/ 

Issue).” 
 

Sacral Goal in the Positive  

(HR) 

 

 

 

(HR) 

 

 

 

(HD) 

 

(HR) 

 

 

(HD) 

 

(HR…… IMC) 

 

 

(HD)  

 

 

(HR) 

 
 

(HD) 

 
Imagine + Sensory Input 

(HR…… IMC) 

Client verbalises Goal after healing. 

Client says: “My Goal for this balance is to reset my 

…… (D/I as above, with neutral wording) back to its 

Blueprint State.” 

 

Client says: “It is safe for me …… (name) to access my 

Blueprint for perfect health and healing that exists in 

my Higher Self, relating to …… (D/I with neutral 

wording). ”  

Need 100% HD. If not, Fast Fix & discuss. Re-test. 

 

Client says: “I …… (name) now access my Blueprint 

for perfect health and healing that exists in my Higher 

Self relating to …… (D/I with neutral wording). ” 

Need 100% HD. If not, Fast Fix & discuss. Re-test. 

 

Practitioner challenges: “Identify and collect all 

dysfunctional programs relating to ...... (D/I with 

neutral wording). 

HR whilst waiting for IMC, giving body time to search 

for and collect information. 

 

Practitioner challenges: “Display a comparison of the 

current state of ……’s (name) …… (D/I with neutral 

wording), with their Blueprint for perfect health and 

healing.”  (Will NOT be 100%) 
 
Client says: “In relation to …… (D/I with neutral 

wording), I am now willing and able to reset all my 

dysfunctional programs, to their Blueprint State for my 

perfect health and healing.”  

Need 100% HD. If not, Fast Fix & discuss. Re-test. 

 

Client imagines Goal after healing. 

Practitioner adds Client’s “story” in client’s words. 

(As discussed in Root, but now in positive language.) 

 

Solar 

Plexus 

Stress Loading 

(HR) (HD) 

 

Holographic Stress Loading. 
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Heart (HR…… IMC) 

 

 

 

 

 

Correction 

Practitioner challenges: “Reset all dysfunctional 

programs relating to …… (D/I with neutral wording),  to 

their Blueprint State” 

HR whilst waiting for IMC, giving body time to search 

for and collect information.  

 

Correct from your Healing Menu (not blue column). 

 

Throat Sensory Input for 

Desired Outcome 

(This goal + original goal) 

(HR…… IMC) 

 

 

Choose…  

(This goal + original goal) 

(HR)  

 

 

(HD) 

Practitioner challenges: “Now that you have reset your 

Blueprint related to …… (D/I with neutral wording), go 

inside and imagine what your life is now going to be 

like......” (Client’s “story” in their words as 

discussed in Root, but now in positive language.) 

 

Client says: “I  …… (name) now Choose to run all of 

the programs, relating to …… (D/I with neutral 

wording), according to the Blueprint State for my 

perfect health and healing that exists in my Higher 

Self.”  

Need 100% HD. If not, Fast Fix & discuss. Re-test. 

 

Brow Support  Test if client needs Support. 

If IMC do/give what is needed. 

 

Crown Accept and Retain  

(HR)  

(HD) 

 

Integrate Healing 

(HR…… IMC) 

 

 

 

 

Know and Believe…  

(This goal + original goal) 

(HR)  

 

(HD) 

 

Close Circuit 

Client Affirms: “I …… (name) gratefully Accept and 

Retain the benefits of this Balance.” 

Need 100% HD. If not, Fast Fix & discuss. Re-test. 

 

Practitioner challenges: 

“Integrate healing into Soul Star Chakra.” 

With Holographic Mode and hand turned away from 

client’s Crown Chakra, practitioner energises client’s 

Soul Star Chakra. Wait for IMC. 

 

Client affirms: “I …… (name) now Know and Believe 

that once this balance is fully integrated, my …… (D/I 

with neutral wording), will be restored to its Blueprint 

State.” 

Need 100% HD. If not, Fast Fix & discuss. Re-test. 

 

Close Circuit with Close Pathway Mode. 

Need an IMC. 

 

Clear Circuit Lock. 
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Chamber of Memories - Protocol for clearing Chamber of Memories 
 
 

OPEN ACTION DESCRIPTION 
 

This is a Looped Protocol (Blue Column) therefore the normal Crown actions  

(Open Healing Pathway and Holographic Set-up) have already been done. 

 

Root Dysfunction/Issue  

 

 

(HR…… IMC) 

 

  

Practitioner challenges:  

“Access Chamber of Memories.”  

 

Practitioner challenges: “Identify and collect all 

negative memories related to …… (D/I).” 

HR whilst waiting for IMC, giving body time to search 

for and collect information. 

 

Scan client’s body for physical location of energy 

blockages/imprints related to the memories. 

 

Scan client’s aura for meta-physical location in aura 

of blockages/imprints related to the memories. 

 

Sacral Goal in the Positive  

Verbal 

(HR) 

 

 

 

Imagine + Sensory Input 

(HR…… IMC) 

Client Says: “My Goal for this balance is to release all 

energy blockages and negative energetic imprints, as 

well as their copies and back-up copies related to …… 

(D/I with neutral wording) from my Chamber of 

Memories.  

 

Client imagines Goal after healing. 

Practitioner adds Client’s “story” in client’s words. 

(As discussed in Root, but now in positive language.) 

 

Solar 

Plexus 

Stress Loading 

(HR) (HD) 

 

Holographic Stress Loading. 

Heart (HR…… IMC)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Correction 

Practitioner challenges: “Clear all energy blockages 

and negative energetic imprints, as well as their copies 

and back-up copies related to …… (D/I with neutral 

wording) from ……’s (name) Chamber of Memories. 

HR whilst waiting for IMC, giving body time to search 

for and collect information. 

 

Correct from your Healing Menu (not blue column). 
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Throat Sensory Input for 

Desired Outcome 

(This goal + original goal) 

(HR…… IMC) 

 

 

 

 

 

Choose…  

(This goal + original goal) 

(HR) 

  

 

(HD) 

Practitioner challenges: “Now that you are 100% free 

of all energy blockages and negative energetic 

imprints, as well as their copies and back-up copies 

related to …… (D/I with neutral wording) in your 

Chamber of Memories, go inside and imagine what 

your life is now going to be like......” (Client’s “story” 

in their words as discussed in Root, but now in 

positive language.)  

 

Client says: “I …… (name) now Choose to be 100% 

free of all energy blockages and negative energetic 

imprints, as well as their copies and back-up copies 

related to …… (D/I with neutral wording) in my 

Chamber of Memories.” 

Need 100% HD. If not, Fast Fix & discuss. Re-test. 

 

Brow Support  Test if client needs Support. 

If IMC do/give what is needed. 

 

Crown Accept and Retain  

(HR)  

(HD) 

 

Integrate Healing 

(HR…… IMC) 

 

 

 

 

Know and Believe…  

(This goal + original goal) 

(HR)  

 

 

 

(HD) 

 

Close Circuit 

Client Affirms: “I …… (name) gratefully Accept and 

Retain the benefits of this Balance.” 

Need 100% HD. If not, Fast Fix & discuss. Re-test. 

 

Practitioner challenges: 

“Integrate healing into Soul Star Chakra.” 

With Holographic Mode and hand turned away from 

client’s Crown Chakra, practitioner energises client’s 

Soul Star Chakra. Wait for IMC. 

 

Client affirms: “I …… (name) now Know and Believe 

that once this balance is fully integrated, I will be 

100% free of all energy blockages and negative 

energetic imprints, as well as their copies and back-up 

copies related to …… (D/I with neutral wording) in my 

Chamber of Memories.” 

Need 100% HD. If not, Fast Fix & discuss. Re-test. 

 

Close Circuit with Close Pathway Mode. 

Need an IMC. 

 

Clear Circuit Lock. 
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 Deep Level Switching – Protocol 
 

OPEN ACTION DESCRIPTION 
 

This is a Looped Protocol (Blue Column) therefore the normal Crown actions  

(Open Healing Pathway and Holographic Set-up) have already been done. 

 

Root Dysfunction/Issue  

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

(HD)  

Test For Normal (Polarity) Switching: 

Palm facing towards head, touch GV 20 with Switched 

Mode (Page 79). 

Correct any that give an IMC. 

 

Test For Deep Level Switching: 

Palm facing away from client’s head and touch GV20 

with Switched Mode. 

 

If IMC on DLS (as DLS concerns the relationship 

between different parts of the brain), you need to test 

EACH of the following elements: 

 

 With knuckle of Switched Mode: 

Corpus Callosum GV 20 - TAP 

Anterior Commissure ESR points L&R - TAP 

Upper Brain Quadrants Top of head + TOUCH  

Each of the 4 quadrants 

Lower Brain Quadrants Top of head + TAP  

Each of the 4 quadrants 

 

 

With Amygdala Mode Challenge: 

Amygdala Amygdala Mode L & R 

 

With Palm Challenge: 

Celestial Star Chakra 

Soul Star Chakra 

Palm facing head 

Palm away from head 

 

Holographic Display of Brain Integration.  

(Won’t be 100%) 

 

Sacral Goal in the Positive  

Verbal 

(HR) 

 

 

Imagine + Sensory Input 

(HR…… IMC) 

Client says: “My Goal for this balance is to have total 

Brain Integration and for energy and messages to flow 

freely through my Neurological and Energetic 

Pathways.” 

 

Client imagines Goal after healing. 

Practitioner adds Client’s “story” in client’s words. 

(As discussed in Root, but now in positive language.) 

 

Solar 

Plexus 

Stress Loading 

(HR) (HD) 

 

Holographic Stress Loading. 

Heart Correction 

 

Correct from your Healing Menu (not blue column). 
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Throat Sensory Input for 

Desired Outcome 

(This goal + original goal) 

(HR…… IMC) 

 

 

 

Choose…  

(This goal + original goal) 

(HR)  

 

(HD) 

Practitioner challenges: “Now that you have total Brain 

Integration and energy and messages can flow freely 

through your Neurological and Energetic Pathways, go 

inside and imagine what your life is now going to be 

like......” (Client’s “story” in their words as 

discussed in Root, but now in positive language.) 

 

Client says: “I ...... (name) now choose to have total 

Brain Integration and for energy and messages to flow 

freely through my Neurological and Energetic 

Pathways.”  

Need 100% HD. If not, Fast Fix & discuss. Re-test. 

 

Brow Support  Test if client needs Support. 

If IMC do/give what is needed. 

 

Crown Accept and Retain  

(HR)  

(HD) 

 

Integrate Healing 

(HR…… IMC) 

 

 

 

 

Know and Believe…  

(This goal + original goal) 

(HR)  

 

 

(HD) 

 

Close Circuit 

Client Affirms: “I …… (name) gratefully Accept and 

Retain the benefits of this Balance.” 

Need 100% HD. If not, Fast Fix & discuss. Re-test. 

 

Practitioner challenges: 

“Integrate healing into Soul Star Chakra.” 

With Holographic Mode and hand turned away from 

client’s Crown Chakra, practitioner energises client’s 

Soul Star Chakra. Wait for IMC. 

 

Client affirms: “I …… (name) now Know and Believe 

that once this balance is fully integrated, I will have 

total Brain Integration and energy and messages will 

flow freely through my Neurological and Energetic 

Pathways.”  

Need 100% HD. If not, Fast Fix & discuss. Re-test. 

 

Close Circuit with Close Pathway Mode. 

Need an IMC. 

 

Clear Circuit Lock. 
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Energetic Cords - Protocol for Cutting Negative Energetic Cords 
 
 

OPEN ACTION DESCRIPTION 
 

This is a Looped Protocol (Blue Column) therefore the normal Crown actions  

(Open Healing Pathway and Holographic Set-up) have already been done. 

 

Root Dysfunction/Issue  

 

(HR…… IMC) 

  

Energetic Cords related to …… 

 

Practitioner challenges: “Identify and collect all 

negative Energetic Cords related to …… (as above)” 

HR whilst waiting for IMC, giving body time to search 

for and collect information. 

 

Sacral Goal in the Positive  

Verbal 

(HR) 

 

 

 

Imagine + Sensory Input 

(HR…… IMC) 

Client verbalises Goal after healing. 

Client says: “My Goal for this balance is to cut all 

negative Energetic Cords to ...... (as above) preventing 

me from …… (Goal) that do not coincide with my 

Highest Good” 

 

Client imagines Goal after healing. 

Practitioner adds Client’s “story” in client’s words. 

(As discussed in Root, but now in positive language.) 

 

Solar 

Plexus 

Stress Loading 

(HR) (HD) 

 

Holographic Stress Loading. 

Heart (HR…… IMC) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(HR…… IMC) 

 

 

 

 

Correction 

Practitioner challenges: “Cut and dissolve all negative 

Energetic Cords related to …… (as above) preventing 

him/her from …… (Goal) that do not coincide with ……’s 

(name) Highest Good.” 

HR whilst waiting for IMC, giving body time to search 

for and collect information. 

 

Client says: “I send love, forgiveness and blessings to 

all those who may be affected by the cutting and 

dissolving of negative Energetic Cords as a result of 

this balance.” 

 

Correct from your Healing Menu (not blue column). 

 

Throat Sensory Input for 

Desired Outcome 

(This goal + original goal) 

(HR…… IMC) 

 

 

 

Choose…  

(This goal + original goal) 

(HR)  

(HD) 

Practitioner challenges: “Now that you are 100% free 

of all negative Energetic Cords related to ...... (as 

above) and can ...... (Goal), go inside and imagine 

what your life is now going to be like......” (Client’s 

“story” in their words as discussed in Root, but now 

in positive language.) 

 

Client says: “I ...... (name) now choose to be 100% 

free of all negative Energetic Cords related to ...... (as 

above) and to be/have ...... (Goal).”  

Need 100% HD. If not, Fast Fix & discuss. Re-test. 

 

Brow Support  Test if client needs Support. 

If IMC do/give what is needed. 
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Crown Accept and Retain  

(HR)  

(HD) 

 

Integrate Healing 

(HR…… IMC) 

 

 

 

 

Know and Believe…  

(This goal + original goal) 

(HR)  

 

(HD) 

 

Close Circuit 

Client Affirms: “I …… (name) gratefully Accept and 

Retain the benefits of this Balance.” 

Need 100% HD. If not, Fast Fix & discuss. Re-test. 

 

Practitioner challenges: 

“Integrate healing into Soul Star Chakra.” 

With Holographic Mode and hand turned away from 

client’s Crown Chakra, practitioner energises client’s 

Soul Star Chakra. Wait for IMC. 

 

Client affirms: “I …… (name) now Know and Believe 

that once this balance is fully integrated, I will be 

100% free of all negative Energetic Cords to ...... (as 

above) and will be able to be/have ...... (Goal)” 

Need 100% HD. If not, Fast Fix & discuss. Re-test. 

 

Close Circuit with Close Pathway Mode. 

Need an IMC. 

 

Clear Circuit Lock. 
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Inner Child - Protocol 

 

Need Scan Lists on Pages 72 & 73  
 

OPEN ACTION DESCRIPTION 
 

This is a Looped Protocol (Blue Column) therefore the normal Crown actions  

(Open Healing Pathway and Holographic Set-up) have already been done. 

 

Root Dysfunction/Issue  

(HR) 

(HD) 

 

(HR…… IMC) 

     
 

 

(HR) 

 

(HD) 

 

(HR…… IMC) 

 

 

 

(HR) 

 

(HR) 

Client says: “It is safe for me …… (name) to connect 

with my Inner Child.” 

Need 100% HD. If not, Fast Fix & discuss. Re-test. 

 

Practitioner challenges: “Now ‘go inside’ and connect 

with your Inner Child or think of the childhood 

memories related to …… (D/I) that you find painful.” 

 

Client says: “It is safe for me …… (name) to heal my 

Inner Child.” 

Need 100% HD. If not, Fast Fix & discuss. Re-test. 

 

Practitioner challenges: “Now ‘go inside’ and ask your 

Inner Child to tell you about the things that caused 

him/her pain.” 

 

Ask if client had any insights.  

Test if information needed from ‘Messages Your 

Inner Child needed to hear’. Scan List Page 72 

 

Sacral Goal in the Positive  

Verbal 

(HR) 

 

Imagine + Sensory Input 

(HR…… IMC) 

 

 

(HR…… IMC)  

 

 

(HD) 

Client verbalises Goal after healing. 

Client says: “My Goal for this balance is to heal my 

Inner Child and to welcome him/her into my life.” 

      

Client imagines Goal after healing. 

Practitioner adds Client’s “story” in client’s words. 

(As discussed in Root, but now in positive language.) 

 

Practitioner challenges: “Now ‘go inside’ and ask your 

Inner Child to forgive the people that caused the 

pain.” 

Need 100% HD. If not, test if more needed on the 

same person, or if forgiveness for another 

Person/Self/God is needed. 

Repeat above process and Re-test until 100% HD is 

achieved to make sure ALL forgiveness has taken 

place. 

(Some gentle guiding through forgiveness process may 

be needed.)  

  

Solar 

Plexus 

Stress Loading 

(HR) (HD) 

 

Holographic Stress Loading. 
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Heart (HR…… IMC) 

 

 

 

(HR) 

 

(HR) 

 

(HR…… IMC)                   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Correction 

Practitioner challenges: “Now ‘go inside’ and ask your 

Inner Child if he/she has any lessons/messages 

he/she wants to give you.” 

 

Ask if client had any insights. 

Test if information needed from ‘Messages from 

Your Inner Child to You’. Scan List Page 73 

 

Practitioner challenges: “Now ‘go inside’ and comfort 

your Inner Child. Put the little Child on your lap…… 

hold him/her, …… tell him/her everything he/she 

wanted to hear as a child, …… reassure him/her of 

your love, ……  nurture him/her …… and give him/her a 

big hug.” 

Do this  S L O W L Y  with time in between statements 

for the client to do as well as ‘feel’ the above. 

 

Correct from your Healing Menu (not blue column). 
 

Throat Sensory Input for 

Desired Outcome 

(This goal + original goal) 

(HR…… IMC) 

 

 

Choose…  

(This goal + original goal) 

(HR)  

(HD) 

Practitioner challenges: “Now that you have healed 

your Inner Child and have welcomed him/her into you 

life, go inside and imagine what your life is now going 

to be like......” (Client’s “story” in their words as 

discussed in Root, but now in positive language.) 

 

Client says: “I …… (name) now Choose to welcome 

my healed Inner Child into my life and to give him/her 

my love and support now and always.” 

Need 100% Holographic Display. 

If not, Fast Fix whilst discussing the above sentence. 

Challenge again and re-test for 100% HD. 
  

Brow Support  Test if client needs Support. 

If IMC do/give what is needed. 
 

Crown Accept and Retain 

(HR)  

(HD) 

 

 

 

Integrate Healing 

(HR…… IMC) 

 

 

 

 

Know and Believe…  

(This goal + original goal) 

(HR)  

(HD) 

 

 

 

Close Circuit 

Client Affirms: “I …… (name) gratefully Accept and 

Retain the benefits of this Balance.” 

Need 100% Holographic Display. 

If not, Fast Fix whilst discussing the above sentence. 

Challenge again and re-test for 100% HD. 

 

Practitioner challenges: 

“Integrate healing into Soul Star Chakra.” 

With Holographic Mode and hand turned away from 

client’s Crown Chakra, practitioner energises client’s 

Soul Star Chakra. Wait for IMC. 

 

Client affirms: “I …… (name) now Know and Believe 

that once this balance is fully integrated, my Inner 

Child will be healed and integrated with love.” 

Need 100% Holographic Display. 

If not, Fast Fix whilst discussing the above sentence. 

Challenge again and re-test for 100% HD. 

 

Close Circuit with Close Pathway Mode. 

Need an IMC. 

 

Clear Circuit Lock. 
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Sabotage Programs - Clearing Sabotage Programs Protocol 
 
Need Scan List Page 74  

 

OPEN ACTION DESCRIPTION 
 

This is a Looped Protocol (Blue Column) therefore the normal Crown actions  

(Open Healing Pathway and Holographic Set-up) have already been done. 

 

Root Dysfunction/Issue  

(HR) 

 

 
 

 

 

(HD) 

  

Practitioner challenges: “Sabotage Programs related 

to …… (Dysfunction/Issue).” 

 

Test if information needed from Scan List Page 74. 

 

Practitioner challenges: “Willing to give access to all 

Sabotage Programs related to …… (D/I).”  

Need 100% HD. If not, Fast Fix & discuss. Re-test. 

 

Sacral Goal in the Positive  

(HR) 

 

(HR) 

 

(HD) 

 

(HR…… IMC) 

 

 

 

 

(HD) 

 

 

 

 

(HR) 

 

 

(HD) 

 

Imagine + Sensory Input 

(HR…… IMC) 

Client says: “My Goal for this balance is to clear all 

Sabotage Programs that prevent me from …… (Goal).” 

 

Client says: “I …… (name) am willing to disclose all   

Sabotage Programs that prevent me from…… (Goal).” 

Need 100% HD. If not, Fast Fix & discuss. Re-test. 

 

Practitioner challenges: “Open all Sabotage Programs 

that prevent …… from …… (Goal).” 

 

Practitioner challenges: “Confirm Access to all 

Sabotage Programs that prevent …… from …… (Goal).” 

Need 100% HD. If not, Fast Fix & discuss. Re-test. 

 

Root Cause Origin/Understanding Modes.  

If IMC get more information from scan lists etc. 

 

Client says: “It is safe for me …… (name) to release 

all Sabotage Programs that prevent me from …… 

(Goal).” 

Need 100% HD. If not, Fast Fix & discuss. Re-test. 

 

Client imagines Goal after healing. 

Practitioner adds Client’s “story” in client’s words. 

(As discussed in Root, but now in positive language.) 

 

Solar 

Plexus 

Stress Loading 

(HR) (HD) 

 

Holographic Stress Loading. 
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Heart (HR…… IMC) 

 

 

 

(HR…… IMC) 

 

 

 

(HR…… IMC) 

 

 

 

(HR…… IMC) 

 

 

 

Correction 

Practitioner challenges:  

“Identify & Collect all Sabotage Programs and back 

up copies related to …… (Goal) held in ……’s Past.” 

 

Practitioner challenges:  

“Identify & Collect all Sabotage Programs and back 

up copies related to …… (Goal) held in ……’s Present.”  

   

Practitioner challenges:  

“Identify & Collect all Sabotage Programs and back 

up copies related to ……… (Goal) held in ……’s Future.” 

 

Client says: “I …… (name) now release the need for 

all Sabotage Programs that prevent me from …… 

(Goal).” 

 

Correct from your Healing Menu (not blue column). 

 

Throat Sensory Input for 

Desired Outcome 

(This goal + original goal) 

(HR…… IMC 

 

 

Choose…  

(This goal + original goal) 

HR)  

(HD) 

Practitioner challenges: “Now that you have released 

all Sabotage Programs related to …… (Goal) go inside 

and imagine what your life is now going to be like......”  

(Client’s “story” in their words as discussed in 

Root, but now in positive language.) 

 

Client says: “I …… (name) now Choose to be 100% 

free of all Sabotage Programs that prevented me from 

…… (Goal).”  

Need 100% HD. If not, Fast Fix & discuss. Re-test. 

 

Brow Support  Test if client needs Support. 

If IMC do/give what is needed. 

 

Crown Accept and Retain 

(HR)  

(HD) 

 

Integrate Healing 

(HR…… IMC) 

 

 

 

 

Know and Believe…  

(This goal + original goal) 

(HR)  

 

(HD) 

 

Close Circuit 

 

Client Affirms: “I …… (name) gratefully Accept and 

Retain the benefits of this Balance.” 

Need 100% HD. If not, Fast Fix & discuss. Re-test. 

 

Practitioner challenges: 

“Integrate healing into Soul Star Chakra.” 

With Holographic Mode and hand turned away from 

client’s Crown Chakra, practitioner energises client’s 

Soul Star Chakra. Wait for IMC. 

 

Client affirms: “I …… (name) now Know and Believe 

that once this balance is fully integrated, I will be 

100% free of all Sabotage Programs that prevented me 

from …… (Goal).” 

Need 100% HD. If not, Fast Fix & discuss. Re-test. 

 

Close Circuit with Close Pathway Mode. 

Need an IM change. 

 

Clear Circuit Lock. 
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Soul Integration - Protocol  
 
Need Scan List on Page 73 

 

OPEN ACTION DESCRIPTION 
 

This is a Looped Protocol (Blue Column) therefore the normal Crown actions  

(Open Healing Pathway and Holographic Set-up) have already been done. 

 

Root Dysfunction/Issue  

 

 

 

(HD) 

 

 

 

(HD)                       
 

 

 

 

 

(HR…… IMC) 

 

 

 

 

 

(HD) 

Practitioner challenges:  “Soul Integration.” 

 

Practitioner challenges:  “Access Soul Gateway.” 

 

Practitioner challenges:  “Holographic Display of  

……’s (name) current Soul Status.”  

(Will NOT be 100%) 

 

Practitioner challenges:  “Holographic Display of  

……’s (name) Projected Soul Status after integration 

of this balance.” 

(Won’t necessarily be 100%, but only as much as 

client can integrate during this balance.)  

 

Practitioner challenges: “Search data and memory 

banks on every dimension of ……’s (name) being and 

Identify fragments of his/her Soul.” 

HR whilst waiting for IMC, giving body time to search 

for and collect information. 

 

Practitioner challenges: 

“Confirm optimal fragments of Soul Identified.” 

Need 100% HD. If not, record again and re-test. 

 

Sacral 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Goal in the Positive  

Verbal 

(HR) 

 

 

(HR) 

 

 

(HD) 

 

(HR) 

 

 

(HD) 

 

(HR) 

 

(HD) 

 

(HR…… IMC) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Client verbalises Goal. 

Client says: “My Goal for this balance is to retrieve, 

welcome home and integrate the fragmented parts of 

my soul.” 

 

Client says: “I …… (name) am willing to retrieve, 

bring home and integrate the optimum number of 

fragments of my Soul during this balance.” 

Need 100% HD. If not, Fast Fix & discuss. Re-test. 

 

Client says: “It is safe for me …… (name) to retrieve, 

bring home and integrate the optimum number of 

fragments of my Soul.” 

Need 100% HD. If not, Fast Fix & discuss. Re-test. 

 

Client says: “I …… (name) now give permission to 

retrieve the fragmented parts of my Soul.” 

Need 100% HD. If not, Fast Fix & discuss. Re-test. 

 

Practitioner challenges:  

“Retrieve fragments of ……’s (name) Soul.” 

HR whilst waiting for IMC, giving body time to search 

for and collect information. 

 

(Sacral continues on next page) 

 

* 
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Sacral 

(cont.) 

(HD) 

 

 

  

 

(HR) 

 

 

 

Imagine + Sensory Input 

(HR…… IMC)  

 

Practitioner challenges:  

“Confirm optimal fragments of ……’s (name) Soul 

Retrieved.” 

Need 100% HD. If not correct before proceeding. 

 

Client Says: “I …… (name) now thank those 

fragmented parts of my Soul for protecting my 

survival.”  

 

Client imagines Goal after healing. 

Practitioner adds Client’s “story” in client’s words. 

(As discussed in Root, but now in positive language.) 

 

Solar 

Plexus 

Stress Loading 

(HR…… IMC) 

 

 

(HR) (HD) 

 

Client says: “I …… (name) now release all the 

stressful negative memories that caused my Soul to 

fracture.” 

 

Holographic Stress Loading. 

 

Heart (HR) 

 

 

 

 

(HR…… IMC) 

 

 

 

 

(HD) 

 

 

(HR)  

 

 

Correction 

 

(HD) 

 

 

 

 

 

Client says: “In the name of the Light I …… (name) ask 

that all beings who believe that their survival depends 

on my life force, release the fragments of my Soul that 

they hold and be gently taken into the Light.”  

 

Practitioner challenges:  

“Integrate fragments of ……’s (name) Soul.” 

HR whilst waiting for IMC, giving body time to search 

for and collect information. 

 

Practitioner challenges: “Aura Integrity.” 

Need 100% HD. If not, correct Aura before proceeding. 

 

Test for Messages from Soul.  Scan List Page 73. 

Or get information from scan lists, etc. 

 

Correct from your Healing Menu (not blue column). 

 

Practitioner challenges: “Projected Soul Status after 

Integration.” 

Should be as displayed in Root.  

If not, more correction/s from Healing Menu may be 

necessary. 

Throat Sensory Input for 

Desired Outcome 

(This goal + original goal) 

(HR…… IMC) 

 

 

 

Choose…  

(This goal + original goal) 

(HR)  

(HD) 

Practitioner challenges: “Now that you have retrieved 

the fragmented parts of your Soul, and those parts of 

your Soul are re-integrated, go inside and imagine 

what your life is now going to be like...... ” (Client’s 

“story” in their words as discussed in Root, but now 

in positive language.) 

 

Client says: “I …… (name) now choose to welcome 

and lovingly embrace the fragmented parts of my Soul 

back into my life.”  

Need 100% HD. If not, Fast Fix & discuss. Re-test. 

 

Brow Support  Test if client needs Support. 

If IMC do/give what is needed. 

 

 

* 
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Crown Accept and Retain 

(HR)  

(HD) 

 

Integrate Healing 

(HR…… IMC) 

 

 

 

 

Know and Believe…  

(This goal + original goal) 

(HR)  

 

(HD) 

 

Close Circuit 

Client Affirms: “I …… (name) gratefully Accept and 

Retain the benefits of this Balance.” 

Need 100% HD. If not, Fast Fix & discuss. Re-test. 

 

Practitioner challenges: 

“Integrate healing into Soul Star Chakra.” 

With Holographic Mode and hand turned away from 

client’s Crown Chakra, practitioner energises client’s 

Soul Star Chakra. Wait for IMC. 

 

Client affirms: “I …… (name) now Know and Believe 

that once this balance is fully integrated, the 

fragmented parts of my Soul will have come home and 

will be part of me again.” 

Need 100% HD. If not, Fast Fix & discuss. Re-test. 

 

Close Circuit with Close Pathway Mode. 

Need an IMC. 

 

Clear Circuit Lock. 
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Vows – Clearing Redundant Vows 

 

Sometimes our development is held back by vows made in the past. With one in three 
marriages ending in divorce, this provides an example of vows that may still be in 

place at a spiritual and energetic level from which people need release.  
 
Until redundant vows are cleared people find it hard to ‘move on’. We often hear 

clients say: ‘I thought I dealt with the memories/issues around him/her’, yet the same 
person or incidents about the person keeps coming up as stressors in their lives. 

 
Redundant vows block us from fulfilling our potential! 
 

 

OPEN ACTION DESCRIPTION 
 

This is a Looped Protocol (Blue Column) therefore the normal Crown actions  

(Open Healing Pathway and Holographic Set-up) have already been done. 

 

Root Dysfunction/Issue  

 

 

 

 

(HR…… IMC) 

 

Redundant vows made to …… 

 

Practitioner challenges: “Redundant Vows made to …… 

(Name).” 

 

Practitioner challenges: “Search Memory Banks to 

Identify and collect all redundant vows made to …… 

(Name).” 
 

Sacral Goal in the Positive  

Verbal 

(HR) 

 

(HR) 

 

(HD) 

 

Imagine + Sensory Input 

(HR…… IMC) 

Client verbalises Goal after healing. 

Client says: “My Goal for this balance is to release all 

redundant vows made to …… (Name).”  

 

Client says: “I ...... (name) now willingly release all 

redundant vows made to …… (Name).” 

Need 100% HD. If not, Fast Fix & discuss. Re-test. 

 

Client imagines Goal after healing. 

Practitioner adds Client’s “story” in client’s words. 

(As discussed in Root, but now in positive language.) 
 

Solar 

Plexus 

Stress Loading 

(HR) (HD) 

 

Holographic Stress Loading.  

Heart (HR) 

 

 

 

Correction 

Client says: “I ask that everyone who witnessed me 

making my original vows to …… (Name) now witness 

my release from those vows.” 

 

Correct from your Healing Menu (not blue column). 

 

Throat Sensory Input for 

Desired Outcome 

(This goal + original goal) 

(HR…… IMC) 

 

 

Choose…  (HR) 

(This goal + original goal) 

(HD) 

Practitioner challenges: “Now that you have released 

your redundant vows to …… (Name). Go inside and 

imagine what your life is now going to be like...... ” 

(Client’s “story” in their words as discussed in 

Root, but now in positive language.) 

 

Client says: “I …… (name) now choose to be free of all 

redundant vows made to …… (Name)”  

Need 100% HD. If not, Fast Fix & discuss. Re-test. 
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Brow Support  Test if client needs Support. 

If IMC do/give what is needed. 

 

Crown Accept and Retain 

(HR)  

(HD) 

 

Integrate Healing 

(HR…… IMC) 

 

 

 

 

Know and Believe…  

(This goal + original goal) 

(HR)  

 

(HD) 

 

Close Circuit 

Client Affirms: “I …… (name) gratefully Accept and 

Retain the benefits of this Balance.” 

Need 100% HD. If not, Fast Fix & discuss. Re-test. 

 

Practitioner challenges: 

“Integrate healing into Soul Star Chakra.” 

With Holographic Mode and hand turned away from 

client’s Crown Chakra, practitioner energises client’s 

Soul Star Chakra. Wait for IMC. 

 

Client affirms: “I …… (name) now Know and Believe 

that once this balance is fully integrated, I will be 

totally free from all redundant vows made to …… 

(Name).” 

Need 100% HD. If not, Fast Fix & discuss. Re-test. 

 

Close Circuit with Close Pathway Mode. 

Need an IMC. 

 

Clear Circuit Lock. 
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